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Rescued Animals

Dogs - 121
Cats    -6
Birds  - 4
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Rescue &
Treatment

Spay & 
Neuter

Other 
Surgeries

Though the month was
busy with a lot number
of rescues , we could
save more lives in the
month with your great
support. 

Number of animals admitted at present- 83
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Adoptions      - 2
Outpatients   - 114
Feeding          - 55o+ strays
Vaccinations  - 132

131 71 25



WHYWHY  
FOSTERING?FOSTERING?

foster a petfoster a pet

Want to have a pet for a while without having the lifetime
commitment of adopting them?   Foster a pet today

Gives a comforatable and better  condition to the animal
Personal attention can help the animal's faster healing
Provides temporary home to the animal till adoption
You can have a companion animal for a period of time
Does not require lifetime commitment of adoption
Keeps the animal safer from the Zoonotic diseases
Provides space to the more needy animals in rescue
centres/ shelters

 
For more details; barkindia@gmail.com, 9487007552
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Public support is the backbone of
Non- Government Organisations. We
have been blessed to have your
support . 

As the number of rescues increases ,
and the area of activities expands, the
operational expenses, medical and
food expenses for the animals also
increases. 
Without your help we will not be able
to meet it. 

HELP US
CONTINUE

 Donation of  Rs.1,000 from 120 
 compassionate supporters can enable us
meet the treatment, medicine and food
expenses for a month. ( It does not include
transportation expenses, salary or other
operational expenses )
  All donors are eligible for tax exemption
under 80G of Income Tax

YOUR  SUPPORT  MATTERS

Can you help the strays with a
monthly donation of Rs.1,000 ?

'' It's not how much we give but how
much love we put into giving. ''
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